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This study adapts some established attitude determination techniques for use with 
star tracker measurements on satellites.  Other work in this area has utilized gyro 
measurements with star tracker updates.  Today’s star trackers are giving measurements 
with accuracies of less than 6 arcseconds, and are therefore of high enough fidelity to be 
used alone.  Computer simulation of a Linear Kalman Filter to process these 
measurements is presented.  The Filter uses a linear, constant coefficient state matrix with 
the Optimal Control Law to provide negative feedback control.  The control law uses 
information developed through the equations of motion of the spacecraft in a Molnyia 
orbit.  Modifications to the Filter, including glitch rejection and various covariance 
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A. BACKGROUND  
 
Until the recent advances in star trackers, past attitude determination 
algorithms have almost always relied on rate gyros.  Unfortunately, rate gyros 
deteriorate over time and the results degrade system performance dramatically, 
as evidenced by the complete replacement of the gyros onboard the Hubble 
Space Telescope.  Years of research have gone into overcoming these 
limitations.  The greatest advance thus far has been improved star trackers.  
Unlike gyros, the Euler Angles or quaternions from star tracker measurements do 
not have to be backed out of rate measurements, but rather can be obtained 
directly.   
The objective of this thesis is to utilize the accuracy of these new star 
trackers to provide estimates of the spacecraft’s attitude.  What sets this 
algorithm apart is its simplicity.  Because today’s star trackers have excellent 
tracking capability, we are not concerned with lengthy star gaps in this paper.  
Therefore, unlike previous work in this area, we do not need to develop a highly 
detailed dynamic system model that would attempt to describe the non- linear 
behavior of the spacecraft.  Instead, we will make some general assumptions that 
will allow us to use a linear model of the system.  Naturally, this will lead to a 
filter that is less computational intensive than a non- linear model.  And in so 
doing, we are attempting to achieve satisfactory results with less computing 
power.  
For the baseline orbital model, a linear, constant coefficient system model 
is used to represent the orbit in the state-space, with all of the non-linearities of 
the orbital dynamics treated as control inputs. This will generate a matrix of 
reference Euler Angles for the entire orbit.  Then for the attitude control itself, 
two more linear, constant coefficient system models are used within a Linear 
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Kalman Filter (LKF) - one for the roll and yaw of the spacecraft and a second for 
the pitch.  Then by using the principles of the Optimal Control Law, the 
spacecraft’s attitude is controlled in discrete steps through the entire orbit.  
Results of this new algorithm indicate that filtering star tracker measurements 
provides a simple yet effective means of determining and controlling spacecraft 
attitude. 
Most significantly, modifications to the Linear Kalman Filter (LKF) may 
reduce the steady-state errors even further.  Three modifications will be 
discussed: 1) Glitch/bias rejection, 2) Covariance Manipulation, and 3) Rate 
Gyro measurements.  The first method attempts to preemptively discard 
erroneous data prior to it entering the filter and being processed.  Secondly, a 
time-varying covariance matrix can be utilized to account for specific conditions 
expected to occur during the spacecraft’s flight.  Lastly, additional measurements 
can be sent to the LKF for processing.  Each modification has the potential for 
improving the LKF. 
 
B. THESIS OUTLINE   
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:  Chapter II will 
discuss the astrodynamics of a Molnyia orbit and work through the equations of 
motion that will govern the satellite’s behavior.  Chapter III will detail the Linear 
Kalman Filter, including a review of the equations that the filter employs to 
estimate states.  Chapter IV will showcase the various simulations and the 
resulting filter performance.  Chapter V will focus on the conclusions drawn 






II.       ASTRODYNAMICS 
A. EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
To begin, a review of the dynamics at work on the spacecraft in the orbit 
reference frame is shown.  In this case, the satellite is traveling along a Molnyia 
orbit in the plane described by the radius and velocity vectors.  The spacecraft’s 
position in the orbit is defined by its distance in kilometers from the center of the 
earth, r, and the true anomaly, n, which is measured from perigee in radians.  
Using the basic equations of motion,  
)( 2n&&& rrmFr -=        (1) 
)2( nnn &&&& rrmF +=        (2) 
the forces in both the radial and tangential direction can be determined [1].   
Since the mass of the spacecraft is considered a point mass, the force per unit 
mass can be written as  
2// rmFr m-=        (3) 
And because of the nature of a two-body problem, the only force acting on the 
point mass is in the radial direction, the angular force, F, is zero.  This leaves: 
22 / rrr mn -= &&&        (4) 
rr /2 nn &&&& -=         (5) 
 
B. SYSTEM MODEL 
We first model the system in the form 
BuAxx +=&         (6) 
DuCxy +=         (7) 
by defining the state vector, x, as: 
Trrx ][ nn &&º ,        (8) 
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With all non- linearities included in the control laws, the system 

















































orbitC       (12) 
 
[ ]0=orbitD         (13) 
 
With the linear system coefficient matrices defined, the next step is to 
compute the state transition matrix, F, and the convolution matrix, D, using the 
‘c2d’ function in MATLAB.  Thus the entire Molnyia orbit can be described 
using the discrete equation 
kkk uxx D+F=+1        (14) 
This orbital information is stored for future reference with the pitch controller. 
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III. THE DISCRETE KALMAN FILTER 
A. DEFINITIONS 
The Kalman Filter is a recursive algorithm for estimating a state vector 
given past estimates and current measurements with noise.  With a system model 
of the plant dynamics and sensor noise, the filter will minimize the mean square 
error.  Since it was first deve lopment in 1960 by R.E. Kalman, the filter has been 
used in numerous fields of study and many sources exist that walk through the 
derivation of his work.  For simplicity, only the resulting equations will be 
shown here.  Following modern convention, the fo llowing definitions and 
notation will be used: 
º-1ˆ kkx state vector estimate at time k given measurements up to time k-1 
ºkkxˆ   state vector estimate at time k given measurements up to time k  
º-= kkxxe ˆ state estimate error 
º-1kkP prediction of the covariance of the state vector 
ºkkP   update of the covariance of the state vector  
ºG  Kalman gain 
ºQ  Plant covariance matrix 
ºR  Measurement covariance matrix 
ºF  state transition matrix 
ºH   observation matrix 
ºw  zero mean white Gaussian plant noise 
ºv  zero mean white Gaussian measurement noise 
ºz  noisy measurement 
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B. SYSTEM MODEL 
1. Dynamics Equations  
Before we can build the filter, a system must be developed that will 
adequately describe the behavior of the spacecraft.  For simplicity, we have 
linearized the attitude dynamics equations of motion and used the small angle 
approximation.  Looking at the equations of angular velocity in a rotating frame 
with a fqy ®®  transformation,  
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2. State Space Representation 
Using the equations developed in the last section, we further assume that 
the second time derivatives of the angles are small enough to be ignored.  This 
gives the following linear, constant coefficient matrices for the first system, 


















































C        (23) 
[ ]0=D         (24) 
The final step is to compute the state transition matrix, F and the 
convolution integral, D using the MATLAB command, 
[ F , D ] =  c2d (A,B,dt);       (25) 
which are used to promulgate the state vector using the equation: 
kkk uxx D+F=+1        (26) 
 
3. Controllability 
This linear time- invariant system is considered controllable if an input, 
u(t) will transfer the initial state of the system x(0) to the origin, x(tf)=0 with tf 
finite [2].  Setting the state equation from the previous section to zero, it can be 
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shown that the system is controllable if it satisfies the condition that the 
controllability matrix  
[ ]ABBCm =        (27) 
has an inverse.  Computing Cm for our system, it is seen that this condition is 
satisfied. 
 
4. Control Gains  
Two methods are presented for computing the control gain.  The first is 
the pole placement method, and the second is a Linear Quadratic Regulator 
method, or LQR. 
a. Pole Placement 
This method has been relied on for decades as a means of 
ensuring the poles of the closed- loop system are at desirable locations.  
Ackermann developed a procedure for computing the control gain and for single 
input systems this algorithm is performed using the ‘acker’ command in 
MATLAB.  However, for a multiple input case, the MATLAB ‘place’ command 
is used instead.  The inputs for the place command are the state transition matrix, 
the convolution matrix, and the desired eigenvalues.   
 
b. LQR 
Using a Linear-quadratic regulator design for discrete-time 
systems is another method of computing the control gain.  The gains from this 
method are considered optimal since the state- feedback law  u[n] = -kx[n]  
minimizes the cost function 
( )å ++= NuxRuuQxxJ '2''     (28) 
subject to the state dynamics    
x[n+1] = Fx[n] + Du[n].       (29) 
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The matrix N represents a relationship between the system noise, 
Q, and the measurement noise, R, and is set to zero for our system.  Also 
returned are the Riccati equation solution and the closed- loop eigenvalues.                               
 
C. FILTER MODEL 
We begin developing the Kalman Filter by modeling the random process:  
kkkk wxx +F=+1        (30) 
The process is observed at discrete points in time by the following relation: 
kkkk vxHz +=        (31) 
As defined earlier, the covariance matrices Q and R are given by: 
k
T
ik QwwE =][        (32) 
k
T
ik RvvE =][         (33) 
And the plant covariance is derived from the errors in position.  Assuming a 
constant acceleration over one time step, dt, using Newton’s force equations,  
2/2atxx o +=        (34) 
atxx o += &&         (35) 






























qQ     (36) 














R        (37) 
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Since pitch is decoupled from roll and yaw, we omit pitch and pitch rate 
from the first state vector.  The state vector, x, is then : 
][ yyff &&ºx        (38) 
A second filter is therefore necessary for pitch and the corresponding state vector 
is defined here as: 
][ qq &ºpx        (39) 















qQ pp       (40) 
and the measurement covariance is reduced to:   
[ ]2steR =         (41) 
 
D. ALGORITHM 
1. Kalman Equations  
The filter itself is a two step process, a prediction followed by an update.  
In this simulation, a single measurement is used as the initial prediction.  The 
code therefore first computes the Kalman Gain with the initial covariance 
prediction before updating the covariance prediction and then making a new 








kk      (42) 
1|| )( --= kkkk PGHIP        (43) 
QPP Tkkkk +FF=- |1|        (44) 
Similarly, the initial state vector is first updated with the new Kalman 
Gain before a new prediction of the state vector is made based on the 
measurement residual. 
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)(ˆˆ 1|1|| -- -+= kkkkkk zzGxx       (45) 
The control, u, is then determined using the Optimal Control Law 
 )ˆ( 1| ---= kkxxku       (46) 
before updating the state vector and predicting the next state estimate using the 
state transition matrix, F, and convolution integral, D. 
uxxk D+F=+1        (47) 
uxx kkkk D+F=+ ||1 ˆˆ        (48) 
The same procedure is followed to update and predict the pitch and pitch 
rate estimates with the new state vector, xp. 
 
2. Initialization Methods  
There are several ways to initialize the Kalman Filter, including using an 
assumed state, a measurement, or a batch-processed state.  An assumed state 
would be used either when the state is generally known without measurement or 
when the error is permitted to be large because there is sufficient time for the 
larger transient.  A measurement approach is used when the error is expected to 
be small to begin with.  A batch processed method would be used when the 
dynamics of the system would cause large changes from one measurement to the 
next.  The expected changes will dictate the number of measurement processed 
to initialize the filter.  Due to the accuracy of the star trackers and assumed low 
rate of change of the Euler Angles, the Kalman Filter could use the first 
measurement of the star tracker to initialize the filter.  To measure the 
responsiveness of our filter, we will assume a zero state initially. 
 
E. MODIFICATIONS 
The Kalman Filter does an excellent job of seeing through the noise to 
provide reliable state estimates.  By taking a closer look at the filter, we see that 
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there are some variables that can be adjusted.  Most of these adjustments will 
involve the system covariance matrix.   
 
1. Covariance Manipulation 
The system covariance is an assumption of how much noise exists in the 
system.  A small covariance correlates to a small amount of noise, and will 
naturally result in a better estimate.  However, if the system is subjected to a 
large noise, such as from an unexpected noise source, the filter will be unable to 
track the transient and the estimate will deteriorate.  It should be evident then that 
the desired covariance would be the smallest possible while still tracking any 
expected transient.  The covariance manipulation methods examined here 
attempt to achieve that end. 
 
a. Reset Threshold 
The first method of manipulating the covariance is to test the 
estimate error, also called the residual bias, against some predefined threshold.  
Should the error exceed that threshold, the covariance matrix would be reset to a 
higher value.  This method is a safety net to the Kalman Filter and some form of 
it will exist in each of the following methods.   
 
b. Discretized Residual Bias 
The second method is a variation of the first.  Instead of having a 
single threshold, the residual bias is compared against multiple discrete levels 
that are defined with corresponding covariance matrices.   
 
c. Alpha-Beta 
This method is actually a function of the residual bias and returns 
a covariance matrix.  The alpha-beta filter function is a sum of two parts, each 
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with a weighting coefficient.    Clearly this is a more computationally intensive 
approach, and may not be appropriate for legacy systems that are severely 
limited on system resources.   
 
d. Star Gap Response 
This is another variation of the reset threshold.  The difference is 
that there is no star tracker measurement available with which to compute a 
residual bias.  This essentially blinds the Kalman Filter and the quality of the 
state estimate will depend on the accuracy of the dynamic model. 
 
e. Glitch/Bias Rejection 
This is a variation of the star gap response.  In this case there is a 
star tracker  measurement, but it is outside the expected range and is thus 
discarded.  Subsequent measurments will also be discarded until they return to a 
predetermined error range.  The reset threshold covariance matrix may also be 
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IV. SIMULATION  
A. OVERVIEW 
The attitude determination algorithm was tested using MATLAB, and the 
code is included in Appendix A.  Special attention will be given to the 
covariance matrices, control gains, eigenvalues, filter parameters, and residual 
bias.  Throughout the following simulations, improvements to the Kalman Filter 
will be documented and the residual bias will be plotted to show the smaller error 
in the state estimate. 
 
B. INITIALIZATION 
1. Parameters  
The code begins by defining some well known constants, and then 
establishing the number of time steps and the duration of each time step.  In each 
of the cases presented, the simulation will run for 600 seconds with 
measurements every second.  This is only a fraction of the orbital period, but is 
enough to evaluate how well the filter is following changes in trajectory. 
The covariance matrices are initialized next in the code.  The system 
covariance matrix is defined as derived in the previous chapter, with a scalar 
proportionality constant to modify how much error is assumed to exist in the 
system model.  The observation covariance is simply the identity matrix 
multiplied by the square of the star tracker error.  The error covariance matrix is 
set to the identity matrix. 
Many of the variables used later in the code must be initialized to zero 
before being used for the first time.  There are also several dummy variables that 
are created for use in storing data for plotting and comparison and would be 
omitted in a fielded version.  In fact, a fielded version of this algorithm would 




2. Molnyia Orbit 
The next section of code defines the Molnyia orbit to provide a look up 
table of pitch angles and angular rates throughout the orbit.  This clever 
algorithm allows the non- linear elements of the orbital dynamics to be included 
in the control, which keeps the state transition matrix linear and the subsequent 
computational costs to a minimum.  The resulting orbital parameters are then 
converted to rectangular co-ordinates for plotting purposes.  
 
3. Profile Loading 
This one line of code retrieves an entire trajectory from a separate 
MATLAB function.  Since we wish to test the filter against a variety of orbital 
trajectories, multiple profile functions were written.  Each defines the truth states 
and corresponding star tracker measurements for the entire length of the 
simulation.   
The first case is a steady state trajectory.  The satellite is assumed by the 
filter to be at the zero state (all Euler Angles equal to zero), but the profile will 
define truth to be near the zero state at some fixed attitude.  This code is titled, 
‘pss.m’. 
The second case is a step trajectory.  The satellite is assumed by the filter 
to be at the same state as truth, such as the zero state.  At some predefined point, 
the truth will be stepped to a new value. Variations of this code include multiple 
steps.  This code is titled, ‘pstep.m’. 
The third case is a sinusoidal trajectory.  The satellite is assumed by the 
filter to be at the zero state, but a sinusoidal motion is added by the truth 





C. SYSTEM SETUP 
1. System Model 
The system model, as developed in the previous chapter, is inserted here 
in the code.  As shown again here, one interesting aspect of the system matrix is 





















A        (49) 
Since we are using a Molnyia orbit, the angular frequency is always 
changing.  Therefore, to model the system more accurately, we would need to 
update this matrix at every time step before it could be used in other calculations.  
However, as stated in the introduction, our goal in this thesis is simplicity.  Thus, 
one alternative would be to update this matrix less often than every time step, or 
go even further and assume a constant system matrix.  Naturally, one of the 
primary results of interest will be the effect of using different system matrices.   
 
2. Controllability  
The next four lines of code quickly calculate the determinant of the 
Controllability and Observability matrices to check for singularity.  Since both 
matrices have non-zero determinants, the system is both controllable and 
observable.  However, should the state matrix change, this condition would need 
to verified again.     
 
3. State Transition Matrix 
To discretize our system, we input the continuous-time coefficients into 
the MATLAB command ‘c2d’ with the given time step, and we then have a 
discrete state transition matrix and convolution matrix for our system.  As 
mentioned previously, if the state matrix changes, this computation would need 
to be repeated. 
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4. Eigenvalues and Control Gains  
The ‘dlqr’ command returns the optimal eigenvalues and control gains for 
a given system matrix and covariance matrices.  Those eigenvalues could be used 
in the ‘place’ command to obtain the same control gains.  However, the ‘place’ 
command gives us additional flexibility to account for the non-linearities that we 
omitted when we simplified the system dynamics.  We start by using the 
eigenvalues returned by ‘dlqr’, and make slight changes to see if better results 
can be obtained with more “realistic” control gains.     
 
D. KALMAN FILTER 
It is important to note once more that there are two separate Kalman 
Filters used in the code.  This first estimates the roll and yaw of the spacecraft, 
while the second estimates the pitch.  In the original code, the filter estimates of 
both states and measurements are set to zero, with the singular exception of the 
angular frequency.  Then the filter loop begins by incrementing the time variable, 
calculating the Kalman Gain, updating the error covariance and predicting the 
error covariance for the next time step.   
Here the truth states and truth measurements are promulgated using the 
state transition matrix and the convolution matrix.  The observation error is 
calculated and stored for future plotting before being used to update the state 
estimate.   
The control law used for roll and yaw is different than the control law 
used for pitch.  Since no external disturbances are assumed for roll and yaw, the 
control law is the optimal control law, 
)ˆ( xxku --=         (50) 
and this control effort is used to predict the state estimate.  The new state 
estimate is then used to update the measurement estimate.  The control law for 
the pitch filter is different because of the expected external disturbance due to the 
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Coriolis acceleration.  Aside from that, the pitch filter performs the same 
algorithm as described above.   
 
E. RESULTS 
Even in a simplified piece of code as the one we have developed, there 
are several areas that can be worked with in the future to improve performance.  
However, before improvements are attempted, we need to develop a better 
understanding of the code and the effects of changing various parameters.  The 
first part of the simulation establishes the orbit and stores the desired trajectory 
for future use.  The Molnyia orbit pictured here covers one 12 hour orbit. 
















Figure 1.   Molnyia Orbit. 
 
The red circle represents the Earth and is shown for scale.  The expected 
pitch angle during the orbit is stored in the ‘xo’ variable and is used to obtain a 
pitch estimate in the second Kalman Filter.   
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The next step in evaluating the algorithm is to look at the steady state 
estimates.  Since the steady state performance of the filter is within the given six 
arcsecond accuracy of the star tracker, the focus of this thesis will be on the 
transient.  A quick simulation shows filter convergence on the desired steady 
state roll and yaw angles within 60 seconds. 
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Figure 2.   Roll and Yaw. 
 
Thus, the simulation time will be reduced to the first 600 seconds, and 
even that will allow enough time to affect several transients in each run.  The rest 
of this chapter will examine the effects of changes in the System Covariance 
matrix, the System matrix, Error Covariance matrix, eigenvalues, time steps, and 
the Control Law. 
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1. System Covariance Effects 
The System Covariance matrix defined in Chapter III has a scalar, q, 
which can be modified easily.  A smaller q represents less error in the system, 
but if the actual error is too great, the filter will not be able to acquire the star 
tracker signal.  With q = 10-6, the filter has no chance of acquiring the desired 
signal. 
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Figure 3.   Roll and Yaw (q = 10-6). 
 
At q2 = 10-4, a large overshoot is observed, but the signal is at least 
acquired.  The phase plots on the left of the figure show the inward spiral that is 
characteristics of having a stable focus for the system [3]. 
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Figure 4.   Roll and Yaw (q = 10-4). 
With q2 = 10-2, the signal is acquired much more rapidly. Instead of the 
spiral of Figure 4, it takes two time steps before the estimate has reached the 
observation. 
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Figure 5.   Roll and Yaw (q = 10-2). 
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Further increases in q become counter productive.  While the phase plots 
in Figure 6 are of similar quality, the time response in roll and yaw is degraded. 
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Figure 6.   Roll and Yaw (q = 10-2 zoom in). 
 
Continuing to arbitrarily enlarge q2 to 1 or greater introduces overshoot 
again, but still acquisition.  This is shown clearly when q2 = 106.  The overshoot 
introduces a chattering in the phase plot.   
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Figure 7.   Roll and Yaw (q = 106). 
   
2. System Matrix Effects 
One of the ways to attempt to add realism would be to update the sys tem 
matrix with the current angular frequency, w.  After all, this is not a constant 
coefficient as we have thus far assumed.  From our early development of the 
orbit, we have stored the values of angular frequency for every step of the orbit.  
Adding the following three lines of code into the roll/yaw filter was a natural 
progression. 
    
   w = xo(4,i);                   % update angular frequency 
   A=[0 1 0 0;0 0 0 -w;0 0 0 1;0 w 0 0];  % update state matrix 
   [Phi,Del]=c2d(A,B,dt);          % compute new transition matrix   
 
However, as the next plot shows, these extra lines of code do not offer 
any improvement in performance, only computational cost.  With q2 = .01, 
Figure 8 is indistinguishable from the constant coefficient version in Figure 5. 
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Figure 8.   Roll and Yaw (q = 10-2). 
A similar approach can be taken with the pitch filter.  However, running 
several cases shows that the best results come with a much lower q than used in 
the roll filter.   
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3. Error Effects 
The Error Covariance matrix, P, is also subject to change.  However, only 
when increasing or decreasing by tens of orders of magnitudes can one notice 
any impact.  Such is the case in Figure 10, after P has been arbitrarily raised to 
520. 
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4. Eigenvalue Effects 
The simulations run so far have employed the ‘place’ command in 
MATLAB.  Substituting the ‘dlqr’ command will return eigenvalues that are 
optimal for the give system matrix.  With the same q = .01, the new Control 
Gains result in a distinct overshoot.  Even after experimenting with new va lues 
for the System Covariance matrix, the overshoot can only be mitigated, not 
removed.
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5. Time Step Effects 
Changing the time step length changes the System Covariance matrix by 
definition.  However, when running the simulation with varying time steps, the 
results were consistent.  As seen in Figures 12 and 13, even after changing the 
time step by an order of magnitude, the filter still requires the same number, in 
these cases about 5, of time steps to settle to its steady state value. 
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Figure 12.   Roll and Yaw ( dt = .1). 
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Figure 13.   Roll and Yaw ( dt = 10). 
 
6. New Trajectories 
All previous simulations have involved a constant roll and yaw angle 
trajectory.  The next figures will show the filter’s response to other trajectories.  
First with a discrete step from one constant value to another, and then with a 
ramp trajectory where the roll and yaw angles are incremented at each time step.  
As expected, the discrete steps are similar to the original case.   
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Figure 14.   Discrete Step Trajectory. 
 
The Ramp Trajectory shown in Figure 15 indicates that it takes longer for 
the filter to catch up with the trajectory when it is non-constant.  The filter takes 
approximately twice as long to reach steady state, but under the circumstances 
this seems reasonable.  Even with the exponential trajectory shown in Figure 16, 
the filter needs only 10 time steps to acquire and track the roll and yaw angles. 
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Figure 15.   Ramp Trajectory. 
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Figure 16.   Exponential Trajectory. 
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7. Star Gap Effects 
Another important area to consider is a star gap.  From time to time, 
measurements from the star trackers may not be available.  This can happen for 
several reasons, but in the past the biggest problem was the size of the star 
catalog.  With a small star catalog, the stars that are in the field of view of the 
star tracker may not be included in the catalog and thus would be worthless.  
Today’s star trackers have a much larger catalog and this problem has been 
reduced substantially.  However, there may still be times in which a 
measurement is not available.  The question we have to address is how well this 
filter will handle a star gap scenario.   
As expected and seen in Figure 17, the attitude starts to wander off 
immediately when the star gap starts.  At the end of the star gap, the filter reacts 
just as rapidly, achieving steady-state in 20 seconds.   
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Figure 17.   Star Gap (30 seconds). 
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While it would be desirable to see less change in the attitude during the 
star gap, we must accept some performance loss with our simplified dynamics 
equations.  Furthermore, no attempt has been made so far in the code to improve 






































The accuracy and extensive catalogs of modern day star trackers make 
them the premier subsystem for attitude determination.  The Euler Angles 
measured are within arcseconds of the actual attitude.  This improvement in 
subsystem technology has allowed for the simplification of the algorithms.  No 
longer do the limitations of the hardware require software workarounds.  A basic 
Kalman Filter, like the ones characterized in this thesis, is able to acquire and 
track a spacecraft’s attitude.  
The simplicity of the algorithm developed in this paper is at the heart of 
its success.  The dynamics of the spacecraft are simplified to the point where 
linear, time-invariant equations can be used in the model.  Furthermore, it was 
shown that making the system coefficient matrix time-varying did not improve 
performance.  Thus removing the computational need for additional coding.   
While studying the active control of the covariance matrices is an 
important area of research, characterizing the filter was even more important and 
needed to be done first.  Therefore, many of the different ways of manipulating 
the covariance matrices will have to be left for future work. 
 
B. FUTURE WORK 
1. Reverse-Time Smoothing 
The Kalman Filter uses only past and present observations, and is 
therefore a causal filter.  This is ideal for real time systems such as satellites.  
However, for improved estimates, the additional computing power of today’s 
satellites could be utilized by post-processing old data.  The smoothed past 
estimates could then be used in the filter.   
When considering a fixed interval smoother, several methods have been 
developed to post-process data.  Three of the most common are 1) forward-
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backward smoother, 2) two-point boundary value approach, and 3) the Rauch-
Tung-Streibel smoother [4].  Additional work in this area could potentially offer 
some accuracy improvements. 
 
2. Rate Gyro Measurements 
Utilizing star trackers for attitude determination will provide the Euler 
Angles that define the attitude at the time the sample is taken.  Those along with 
the Euler Angle rates make up the state variables.  The rates can be calculated 
more directly by taking the difference of the angles from one time step to another 
and dividing by the time step size.  This would give much more sporadic results, 
so the rates estimated by the filter are preferable.   
There are other techniques, not presented in this thesis, for using rate 
information in attitude determination.  One area of future work, then, would be to 
incorporate some of those algorithms with the one developed here to improve the 
fidelity of the results.  Where such algorithms to be employed, however, it may 
be worth considering the addition of rate gyros, which can provide rate 




A. MATLAB CODE 
1. Primary Code  
%  Code written by Professor Hal Titus 
%  Modified by LT Henry Travis 20 NOV 01 
%  orbit by discrete. This becomes the pitch observable xo(3,i) 
%  from Kepler  H = mr1^2*w1 = mr2^2*w2....r2 = xo(2,i) = (r1^2*w1/w2)^(0.5) 
%  r2=((7439*0.62)^2*0.0013)^0.5; 
 
% constants  
mu = 3.986e5             % Gravitational coefficient (km3/sec2) 
w=0.00013;               % orbital frequency (rads/sec) 
Tf=29400*2;             % seconds in one 12 hour pass 





% Kalman Filter Covariances and observation matrices 
% roll yaw 
P=1*eye(4); 
Q=[(dt^4)/4  (dt^3)/2 0 0;(dt^3)/2 dt^2 0 0; ... 
    0 0 (dt^4)/4  (dt^3)/2;0 0 (dt^3)/2 dt^2]*.01; 
R=[trackerr^2 0;0 trackerr^2]; 




Qp=[(dt^4)/4  (dt^3)/2;(dt^3)/2 dt^2]*0.000001 
Rp=[trackerr^2]; 
Hp=[1 0 ]; 
 





xkk=zeros(4,kmax);xkkm1=zeros(4,kmax);  z=zeros(2,1); 
xkkp=zeros(2,kmax);xkkm1p=zeros(2,kmax); 
 
% Define the Molniya orbit  
Ao=[0 1 0 0;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 1;0 0 0 0]; 
Bo=[ 0 0;1 0;0 0;0 1]; 
Co=[1 0 0  0]; 
[Phio,Delo]=c2d(Ao,Bo,dt); 
 
% xo1 is r (km), xo2 is r dot, xo3 is theta (rad), xo4 is theta dot 
xo(:,1)=[7439 0 0 .0013]'; 
h=xo(1)^2*xo(4)                    % angular momentum 
for (i=1:kmax-1) 
    uo(:,i)=[xo(1,i)*xo(4,i)^2-mu/(xo(1,i))^2; 
             -(2*xo(2,i)*xo(4,i))/(xo(1,i))];  
    xo(:,i+1) = Phio*xo(:,i) +Delo*uo(:,i);  
   time(i+1)= time(i) + dt; 
end; 
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% convert orbit to rectangular co-ordinates for plotting 
for (i=1:kmax) 
  xcart(1,i)=xo(1,i)*sin(xo(3,i)); 
  xcart(2,i)=xo(1,i)*cos(xo(3,i)); 
  xc(1,i)= 6378*sin(xo(3,i)); 
  xc(2,i)= 6378*cos(xo(3,i));  
 end 
 
% x1 is roll,x2 is roll rate,  x3 is yaw, x4 is yaw rate, xp is pitch 
A=[0 1 0 0;0 0 0 -w;0 0 0 1;0 w 0 0]; 
B=[0 0; 1 0;0 0;0 1]; 
Ap=[0 1; 0 0]; 
Bp=[0 1]'; 
 
% place desired poles for roll and yaw 
pz=[0.78 0.79 0.77  0.76]'; 
%pz=[.4 .41 .42 .43]';  
% state transition matrix 
[Phi,Del]=c2d(A,B,dt); 
 
% gains and eigenvalues 
k=place(Phi,Del,pz); 










% gains and eigenvalues 
kd=place(Phip,Delp,p); 





% Kalman filter 
 
% initial conditions 
x(:,1)=[0.001; 0.002 ;0.003; 0.004];        % x is truth state 







% run filter 
for (i=1:kmax-1) 
%  plant 
   time(i+1)= time(i) + dt; 
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   % for roll and yaw 
   G=P*H'*inv(H*P*H'+R);                           % Kalman Gain 
   Pk=(eye(4)-G*H)*P;                             % Covariance Update 
   P=Phi*Pk*Phi'+Q;                                % Covariance Prediction 
   xkk(:,i)=xkkm1(:,i)+G*(z-zkkm1);             % State estimate update 
   u(1,i)= k(1,:)*(xkk(:,i)-x(:,i));               % Control Law 
   u(2,i)= k(2,:)*(xkk(:,i)-x(:,i));               % Control Law 
   x(:,i+1) = Phi*x(:,i) + Del*u(:,i)  ;        % Update State 
   xkkm1(:,i+1)=Phi*xkk(:,i)+ Del*u(:,i) ;      % Predict State estimate 
 
   roller=12*(randn(1)-.5)*pi/(3600*180);         % +/ - 6 arcseconds of random error 
   yawer=12*(randn(1)-.5)*pi/(3600*180);        % +/- 6 arcseconds of random error 
   pitcher=12*(randn(1)-.5)*pi/(3600*180);       % +/- 6 arcseconds of random error 
 
   z=[1+roller;2+yawer]; 
   zkkm1=[xkkm1(1,i+1);xkkm1(3,i+1)];           % Update Measurement estimate 
 
   % for pitch 
   Gp=Pp*Hp'*inv(Hp*Pp*Hp'+Rp);           % Kalman Gain 
   Pkp=(eye(2)-Gp*Hp)*Pp;                         % Covariance Update 
   Pp=Phip*Pkp*Phip'+Qp;                           % Covariance Prediction 
   xkkp(:,i)=xkkm1p(:,i)+Gp*(zp-zkkm1p);   % State estimate update 
   up(i)= -(2*xo(2,i)*xkkp(2,i))/(xo(1,i));       % Control Law 
   xp(:,i+1) = Phip*xp(:,i)  +Delp*up(i);         % Update State 
   xkkm1p(:,i+1)=Phip*xkkp(:,i)+ Delp*up(i);      % Predict State estimate 
   zp=[xo(3,i)+pitcher];                              % Update Measurement 
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   zkkm1p=[xkkm1p(1,i+1)];                           % Update Measurement estimate 






AXIS([-35000 35000 -60000 10000]) 




title('roll vs roll rate ') 
xlabel('x1'), ylabel( 'x2'),grid 
 
subplot(222),plot(time(1,:),xkk(1,:), '.',time(1,:),x(1,:)) 
title('roll & roll estimate vs time') 
xlabel('time'), ylabel('x3 & xkk3'),grid 
 
subplot(223),plot(x(3,:),x(4,:)) 
title(' yaw vs yaw rate') 
xlabel('x3'), ylabel( 'x4'),grid 
 
subplot(224),plot(time(1,:),xkk(3,:), '.',time(1,:),x(3,:)) 
title('yaw & yaw estimate vs time') 






title(['pitch  & pitch  est vs time']);  





title(['pitch rate & pitch rate est vs time']);  
xlabel('time'),ylabel('pitch rate   xp2');  grid; 
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2. Profile Generator 
function xtrue=profile(kmax) 
 
% Random number generator 
 
 for i=1:kmax 
 y(1,i+1)=12*(randn(1)-.5)*pi/(3600*180);    % +/- 6 arcseconds of random error 
 y(2,i+1)=12*(randn(1)-.5)*pi/(3600* 180);    % +/- 6 arcseconds of random error 
 





3. Star Gap Code 
%  Code written by LT Henry Travis 26 NOV 01 
%  orbit by discrete. This becomes the pitch observable xo(3,i) 
%  from Kepler  H = mr1^2*w1 = mr2^2*w2....r2 = xo(2,i) = (r1^2*w1/w2)^(0.5) 
%  r2=((7439*0.62)^2*0.0013)^0.5; 
 
% constants  
mu = 3.986e5              % Gravitational coefficient (km3/sec2) 
w=0.00013;                % orbital frequency (rads/sec) 
N=-1; 
Tf=29400*2;               % seconds in one 12 hour pass 
 










% Kalman Filter Covariances and observation matrices 
% roll yaw 
P=1*eye(4); 
Q=[(dt^4)/4  (dt^3)/2 0 0;(dt^3)/2 dt^2 0 0; ... 
    0 0 (dt^4)/4  (dt^3)/2;0 0 (dt^3)/2 dt^2]*.01; 
R=[trackerr^2 0;0 trackerr^2]; 
H=[1 0 0 0;0 0 1 0]; 
% pitch 
Pp=50*eye(2); 
Qp=[(dt^4)/4  (dt^3)/2;(dt^3)/2 dt^2]*0.000001 
Rp=[trackerr^2]; 














% Define the Molniya orbit  
 
Ao=[0 1 0 0;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 1;0 0 0 0]; 
Bo=[ 0 0;1 0;0 0;0 1]; 




% xo1 is r (km), xo2 is r dot, xo3 is theta (rad), xo4 is theta dot 
xo(:,1)=[7439 0 0 .0013]'; 
h=xo(1)^2*xo(4)                    % angular momentum 
 
for (i=1:kmax-1) 
    uo(:,i)=[xo(1,i)*xo(4,i)^2-mu/(xo(1,i))^2; 
             -(2*xo(2,i)*xo(4,i))/(xo(1,i))]; 
    xo(:,i+1) = Phio*xo(:,i) +Delo*uo(:,i);  
   time(i+1)= time(i) + dt; 
end; 
 
% convert orbit to rectangular co-ordinates for plotting 
for (i=1:kmax) 
  xcart(1,i)=xo(1,i)*sin(xo(3,i)); 
  xcart(2,i)=xo(1,i)*cos(xo(3,i));  
  xc(1,i)= 6378*sin(xo(3,i)); 




% x1 is roll,x2 is roll rate,  x3 is yaw, x4 is yaw rate, xp is pitch 
A=[0 1 0 0;0 0 0 -w;0 0 0 1;0 w 0 0]; 
B=[0 0; 1 0;0 0;0 1]; 
Ap=[0 1; 0 0]; 
Bp=[0 1]'; 
 
% place desired poles for roll and yaw 
pz=[0.78 0.79 0.77  0.76]'; 
%pz=[.4 .41 .42 .43]';  
% state transition matrix 
[Phi,Del]=c2d(A,B,dt); 
 
% gains and eigenvalues 
k=place(Phi,Del,pz); 









% gains and eigenvalues 
kd=place(Phip,Delp,p); 





% Kalman filter 
 
% initial conditions 
x(:,1)=[0.01; 0.02 ;0.03; 0.04];        % x is truth state 











% run filter 
for (i=1:kmax-1) 
%  plant 
   time(i+1)= time(i) + dt; 
      
 
   % for roll and yaw  
 
   G=P*H'*inv(H*P*H'+R);                            % Kalman Gain 
   Pk=(eye(4)-G*H)*P;                           % Covariance Update 
   P=Phi*Pk*Phi'+Q;                               % Covariance Prediction 
   xkk(:,i)=xkkm1(:,i)+G*(z-zkkm1);              % State estimate update 
   u(1,i)= k(1,:)*(xkk(:,i)-x(:,i));              % Control Law 
   u(2,i)= k(2,:)*(xkk(:,i)-x(:,i));               % Control Law 
   x(:,i+1) = Phi*x(:,i) + Del*u(:,i)  ;             % Update State 
   xkkm1(:,i+1)=Phi*xkk(:,i)+ Del*u(:,i) ;        % Predict State estimate 
 
   roller=12*(randn(1)-.5)*pi/(3600*180);         % +/ - 6 arcseconds of random error 
   yawer=12*(randn(1)-.5)*pi/(3600*180);        % +/- 6 arcseconds of random error 
   pitcher=12*(randn(1)-.5)*pi/(3600*180);       % +/- 6 arcseconds of random error 
   z=[1+roller;2+yawer];                              % Update Measurement 
   zdifference =0; 
 
if (i<10)|(i>40)                              % Introduce large error from time 10 to 40 
   z=[3;4];                                      % Arbitrarily large measurement 




if (zdifference>threesigma)                      % if difference is outside 3 sigma, replace  
   z=[xkkm1(1,i+1);xkkm1(3,i+1)];                 % measurement with estimate. 
end 
 
   zkkm1=[xkkm1(1,i+1);xkkm1(3,i+1)];        % Update Measurement estimate 
 
   % for pitch 
   Gp=Pp*Hp'*inv(Hp*Pp*Hp'+Rp);              % Kalman Gain 
   Pkp=(eye(2)-Gp*Hp)*Pp;                            % Covariance Update 
   Pp=Phip*Pkp*Phip'+Qp;                              % Covariance Prediction 
   xkkp(:,i)=xkkm1p(:,i)+Gp*(zp-zkkm1p);    % State estimate update 
   up(i)= -(2*xo(2,i)*xkkp(2,i))/(xo(1,i));         % Control Law 
   xp(:,i+1) = Phip*xp(:,i)  +Delp*up(i);          % Update State 
   xkkm1p(:,i+1)=Phip*xkkp(:,i)+ Delp*up(i); % Predict State estimate 




if (i<10)|(i>40)                              % Introduce large error from time 10 to 40 
     zp=3;                                        % Arbitrarily large measurement 
     zpdifference=zp-zkkm1p;        % calulate difference from one time step to next  
end 
 
if (zpdifference>threesigma)         % if difference is outside 3 sigma, use estimate 
  zp=[xp(1,i+1)];                           % Update Measurement 
end 
    
zkkm1p=[xkkm1p(1,i+1)];           % Update Measurement estimate 
 













title('roll vs roll rate ' ) 
xlabel('x1'), ylabel( 'x2'),grid 
 
subplot(222),plot(time(1,:),xkk(1,:), '.',time(1,:),x(1,:)) 
title('roll & roll estimate vs time') 
xlabel('time'), ylabel('x3 & xkk3'),grid 
 
subplot(223),plot(x(3,:),x(4,:)) 
title(' yaw vs yaw rate') 
xlabel('x3'), ylabel( 'x4'),grid 
 
subplot(224),plot(time(1,:),xkk(3,:), '.',time(1,:),x(3,:)) 
title('yaw & yaw estimate vs time') 





title(['pitch  & pitch  est vs time']); 





title(['pitch rate & pitch rate est vs time']); 
xlabel('time'),ylabel( 'pitch rate   xp2'); 
grid; 
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